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Abstract
In phase retrieval problems, a signal of interest (SOI) is reconstructed based on the magnitude
of a linear transformation of the SOI observed with additive noise. The linear transform is typically
referred to as a measurement matrix. Many works on phase retrieval assume that the measurement matrix
is a random Gaussian matrix, which, in the noiseless scenario with sufficiently many measurements,
guarantees invertability of the transformation between the SOI and the observations, up to an inherent
phase ambiguity. However, in many practical applications, the measurement matrix corresponds to an
underlying physical setup, and is therefore deterministic, possibly with structural constraints. In this
work we study the design of deterministic measurement matrices, based on maximizing the mutual
information between the SOI and the observations. We characterize necessary conditions for the optimality
of a measurement matrix, and analytically obtain the optimal matrix in the low signal-to-noise ratio
regime. Practical methods for designing general measurement matrices and masked Fourier measurements
are proposed. Simulation tests demonstrate the performance gain achieved by the suggested techniques
compared to random Gaussian measurements for various phase recovery algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a wide range of practical scenarios, including X-ray crystallography [1], diffraction imaging [2],
astronomical imaging [3], and microscopy [4], a signal of interest (SOI) needs to be reconstructed from
observations which consist of the magnitudes of its linear transformation with additive noise. This class
of signal recovery problems is commonly referred to as phase retrieval [5]. In a typical phase retrieval
setup, the SOI is first projected using a measurement matrix specifically designed for the considered setup.
The observations are then obtained as noisy versions of the magnitudes of these projections. Recovery
algorithms for phase retrieval received much research attention in recent years. Major approaches for
designing phase retrieval algorithms include alternating minimization techniques [6], [7], methods based
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2on convex relaxation, such as phaselift [8] and phasecut [9], and non-convex algorithms with a suitable
initialization, such as Wirtinger flow [10], and truncated amplitude flow (TAF) [11].
The problem of designing the measurement matrix received considerably less attention compared to
the design of phase retrieval algorithms. An important desirable property that measurement matrices
should satisfy is a unique relationship between the signal and the magnitudes of its projections, up to
an inherent phase ambiguity. In many works, particularly in theoretical performance analysis of phase
retrieval algorithms [8], [10], [12], the matrices are assumed to be random, commonly with i.i.d. Gaussian
entries. However, in practical applications, the measurement matrix corresponds to a fixed physical
setup, so that it is typically a deterministic matrix, with possibly structural constraints. For example,
in optical imaging, lenses are modeled using discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrices and optical
masks correspond to diagonal matrices [13]. Measurements based on oversampled DFT matrices were
studied in [14], measurement matrices which correspond to the parallel application of several DFTs to
modulated versions of the SOI were proposed in [8], and [15] studied phase recovery using fixed binary
measurement matrices, representing hardware limitations in optical imaging systems.
All the works above considered noiseless observations, hence, the focus was on obtaining uniqueness
of the magnitudes of the projections in order to guarantee recovery, though the recovery method may
be intractable [16]. When noise is present, such uniqueness no longer guarantees recovery, thus a
different design criterion should be considered. Recovery algorithms as well as specialized deterministic
measurement matrices were considered in several works. In particular, [17], [18] studied phase recovery
from short-time Fourier transform measurements, [19] proposed a recovery algorithm and measurement
matrix design based on sparse graph codes for sparse SOIs taking values on a finite set, [20] suggested
an algorithm using correlation based measurements for flat SOIs, i.e., strictly non-sparse SOIs, and [21]
studied recovery methods and the corresponding measurement matrix design for the noisy phase retrieval
setup by representing the projections as complex polynomials.
A natural optimality condition for the noisy setup, without focusing on a specific recovery algorithm,
is to design the measurement matrix to minimize the achievable mean-squared error (MSE) in estimating
the SOI from the observations. However, in phase retrieval, the SOI and observations are not jointly
Gaussian, which makes computing the minimum MSE (MMSE) for a given measurement matrix in
the vector setting very difficult. Furthermore, even in the linear non-Gaussian setting, a closed-form
expression for the derivative of the MMSE exists only for the scalar case [22], which corresponds to a
single observation. Therefore, gradient-based approaches for MMSE optimization are difficult to apply
as well.
In this work we propose an alternative design criterion for the measurement matrix based on maximizing
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3the mutual information (MI) between the observations and the SOI. MI is a statistical measure which
quantifies the “amount of information” that one random variable (RV) “contains” about another RV
[23, Ch. 2.3]. Thus, maximizing the MI essentially maximizes the statistical dependence between the
observations and the SOI, which is desirable in recovery problems. MI is also related to MMSE estimation
in Gaussian noise via its derivative [24], and has been used as the design criterion in several problems,
including the design of projection matrices in compressed sensing [25] and the construction of radar
waveforms [26], [27].
In order to rigorously express the MI between the observations and the SOI, we adopt a Bayesian
framework for the phase retrieval setup, similar to the approach in [28]. Computing the MI between the
observations and the SOI is a difficult task. Therefore, to facilitate the analysis, we first restate the phase
retrieval setup as a linear multiple input-multiple output (MIMO) channel of extended dimensions with
an additive Gaussian noise. In the resulting MIMO setup, the channel matrix is given by the row-wise
Khatri-Rao product (KRP) [29] of the measurement matrix and its conjugate, while the channel input is
the Kronecker product of the SOI and its conjugate, and is thus non-Gaussian for any SOI distribution.
We show that the MI between the observations and the SOI of the original phase retrieval problem is
equal to the MI between the input and the output of this MIMO channel. Then, we use that fact that
for MIMO channels with additive Gaussian noise, the gradient of the MI can be obtained in closed-form
[30] for any arbitrary input distribution. We note that a similar derivation cannot be carried out with the
MMSE design criterion since: 1) Differently from the MI, the MMSE for the estimation of the SOI based
on the original observations is not equal to the MMSE for the estimation of the MIMO channel input
based on the output; 2) For the MIMO setup, a closed-form expression for the gradient of the MMSE
exists only when the input is Gaussian, yet, the input is non-Gaussian for any SOI distribution due its
Kronecker product structure.
Using the equivalent MIMO channel with non-Gaussian input, we derive necessary conditions on
the measurement matrix to maximize the MI. We then obtain a closed-form expression for the optimal
measurement matrix in the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime when the SOI distribution satisfies a
symmetry property, we refer to as Kronecker symmetry, exhibited by, e.g., the zero-mean proper-complex
(PC) Gaussian distribution. Next, we propose a practical measurement matrix design by approximating
the matrix which maximizes the MI for any arbitrary SNR. In our approach, we first maximize the MI
of a MIMO channel, derived from the phase retrieval setup, after relaxing the structure restrictions on
the channel matrix imposed by the phase retrieval problem. We then find the measurement matrix for
which the resulting MIMO channel matrix (i.e., the channel matrix which satisfies the row-wise KRP
structure) is closest to the MI maximizing channel matrix obtained without the structure restriction. With
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4this approach, we obtain closed-form expressions for general (i.e., structureless) measurement matrices,
as well as for constrained settings corresponding to masked Fourier matrices, representing, e.g., optical
lenses and masks. The substantial benefits of the proposed design framework are clearly illustrated in a
simulations study. In particular, we show that our suggested practical design improves the performance
of various recovery algorithms compared to using random measurement matrices.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II formulates the problem. Section III char-
acterizes necessary conditions on the measurement matrix which maximizes the MI, and studies its
design in the low SNR regime. Section IV presents the proposed approach for designing practical
measurement matrices, and Section V illustrates the performance of our design in simulation examples.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper. Proofs of the results stated in the paper are provided in the
appendix.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Notations
We use upper-case letters to denote RVs, e.g., X, lower-case letters for deterministic variables, e.g.,
x, and calligraphic letters to denote sets, e.g., X . We denote column vectors with boldface letters, e.g., x
for a deterministic vector and X for a random vector; the i-th element of x is written as (x)i. Matrices
are represented by double-stroke letters, e.g.,M, (M)i,j is the (i, j)-th element ofM, and In is the n×n
identity matrix. Hermitian transpose, transpose, complex conjugate, real part, imaginary part, stochastic
expectation, and MI are denoted by (·)H , (·)T , (·)∗, Re{·}, Im{·}, E{·}, and I (· ; ·), respectively. Tr (·)
denotes the trace operator, ‖·‖ is the Euclidean norm when applied to vectors and the Frobenius norm
when applied to matrices, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, δk,l is the Kronecker delta function, i.e.,
δk,l=1 when k= l and δk,l=0 otherwise, and a
+,max{0, a}. For an n × 1 vector x, diag (x) is the
n × n diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the elements of x, i.e., (diag (x))i,i = (x)i. The sets
of real and of complex numbers are denoted by R and C, respectively. Finally, for an n×n matrix X,
x=vec (X) is the n2×1 column vector obtained by stacking the columns of X one below the other. The
n×n matrix X is recovered from x via X = vec−1n (x).
B. The Phase Retrieval Setup
We consider the recovery of a random SOI U ∈ Cn, from an observation vector Y ∈ Rm. Let
A ∈ Cm×n be the measurement matrix and W ∈ Rm be the additive noise, modeled as a zero-mean
real-valued Gaussian vector with covariance matrix σ2W Im, σ
2
W > 0. As in [12, Eq. (1.5)], [14, Eq. (1)],
and [16, Eq. (1.1)], the relationship between U and Y is given by:
Y = |AU|2 +W, (1)
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5where |AU|2 denotes the element-wise squared magnitude. Since for every θ ∈ R, the vectors U and
Uejθ result in the same Y, the vector U can be recovered only up to a global phase.
In this work we study the design of A aimed at maximizing the MI between the SOI and the
observations. Letting f(u,y) be the joint probability density function (PDF) of U and Y, f(u) the
PDF of U, and f(y) the PDF of Y, the MI between the SOI U and the observations Y is given by [23,
Ch. 8.5]
I (U;Y) , EU,Y
{
log
f(U,Y)
f(U)f(Y)
}
. (2)
Specifically, we study the measurement matrix AMI which maximizes1 the MI for a fixed arbitrary
distribution of U, subject to a Frobenious norm constraint P > 0, namely,
A
MI = argmax
A∈Cm×n:Tr(AAH)≤P
I (U;Y) , (3)
where U and Y are related via (1). In the noiseless non-Bayesian phase retrieval setup, it has been
shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a bijective mapping from U to Y is
that the number of observations, m, is linearly related to the dimensions of the SOI2, n, see [31], [32].
Therefore, we focus on values of m satisfying n≤m≤n2.
As discussed in the introduction, in practical scenarios, the structure of the measurement matrix is often
constrained. One type of structural constraint commonly encountered in practice is the masked Fourier
structure, which arises, for example, when the measurement matrix represents an optical setup consisting
of lenses and masks [13], [19]. In this case, Y is obtained by projecting U via b optical masks, each
modeled as an n×n diagonal matrix Gl, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , b} , B, followed by an optical lens, modeled as
a DFT matrix of size n, denoted Fn [19, Sec. 3]. Consequently, m=b · n and A is obtained as
A =


FnG1
FnG2
...
FnGb


= (Ib ⊗Fn)


G1
G2
...
Gb


. (4)
Since n ≤ m ≤ n2, we focus on 1 ≤ b ≤ n. In the following sections we study the optimal design
of general (unconstrained) measurement matrices, and propose a practical algorithm for designing both
general measurement matrices as well as masked Fourier measurement matrices.
1The optimal matrix AMI is not unique since, for example, for any real φ, the matrices A and Aejφ result in the same MI
I (U;Y).
2Specifically, m = 4n− 4 was shown to be sufficient and m = 4n−O(n) was shown to be necessary.
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6III. OPTIMAL MEASUREMENT MATRIX
In this section we first show that the relationship (1) can be equivalently represented (in the sense
of having the same MI) as a MIMO channel with PC Gaussian noise. Then, we use the equivalent
representation to study the design of measurement matrices for two cases: The first considers an arbitrary
SOI distribution, for which we characterize a necessary condition on the optimal measurement matrix. The
second case treats an SOI distribution satisfying a symmetry property (exhibited by, e.g., zero-mean PC
Gaussian distributions) focusing on the low SNR regime, for which we obtain the optimal measurement
matrix in closed-form.
A. Gaussian MIMO Channel Interpretation
In order to characterize the solution of (3), we first consider the relationship (1): Note that for every
p ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} ,M, the p-th entry of |AU|2 can be written as
(
|AU|2
)
p
=
n∑
k=1
n∑
l=1
(A)p,k (A)
∗
p,l (U)k (U)
∗
l . (5)
Next, define N , {1, 2, . . . , n}, and the m× n2 matrix A˜ such that
(
A˜
)
p,(k−1)n+l , (A)p,k (A)
∗
p,l , p ∈ M, k, l ∈ N . (6)
Letting U˜,U⊗U∗, from (5) we obtain that |AU|2=A˜ (U⊗U∗). Thus (3) can be written as
Y = A˜ (U⊗U∗) +W ≡ A˜U˜+W. (7)
We note that the transformation from U to U˜ = U⊗U∗ is bijective3, since U can be obtained from the
singular value decomposition (SVD) of the rank one matrix UUH = vec−1n (U⊗U∗)T [33, Ch. 2.4].
We also note that A˜ corresponds to the row-wise KRP of A and A∗ [33, Ch. 12.3], namely, the rows of
A˜ are obtained as the Kronecker product of the corresponding rows of A and A∗. Defining Sm to be
the m×m2 selection matrix such that (Sm)k,l=δl,(k−1)m+k , we can write A˜ as [29, Sec. 2.2]
A˜ = Sm · (A⊗A∗) . (8)
The relationship (7) formulates the phase retrieval setup as a MIMO channel with complex channel
input U˜, complex channel matrix A˜, real additive Gaussian noise W, and real channel output Y. We note
that U˜ = U⊗U∗ is non-Gaussian for any distribution of U, since, e.g., (U˜)
1
= |(U)1|2 is non-negative.
In order to identify the measurement matrix which maximizes the MI, we wish to apply the gradient of
3The transformation from U to U˜ is bijective up to a global phase. However, the global phase can be set to an arbitrary value,
as (1) is not affected by this global phase. Therefore, bijection up to a global phase is sufficient for establishing equivalence of
the two representations in the present setup.
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7the MI with respect to the measurement matrix, stated in [30, Thm. 1]. To facilitate this application, we
next formulate the phase retrieval setup as a complex MIMO channel with additive PC Gaussian noise.
To that aim, let WI ∈ Rm be a random vector, distributed identically to W and independent of both W
and U, and also let YC , Y + jWI . The relationship between YC and U˜ corresponds to a complex
MIMO channel with additive zero-mean PC Gaussian noise, WC , W+ jWI , with covariance matrix
2σ2W Im:
YC = A˜U˜+WC . (9)
As the mapping from U to U˜ is bijective, it follows from [23, Corollary after Eq. (2.121)] that
I
(
U;Y
)
= I
(
U˜;Y
) (a)
= I
(
U˜;YC
)
, (10)
where (a) follows from the MI chain rule [23, Sec. 2.5], since Y=Re {YC}, WI=Im {YC}, and WI
is independent of Y and U. Thus, (3) can be solved by finding A which maximizes the input-output MI
of the MIMO channel representation.
The MIMO channel interpretation represents the non-linear phase retrieval setup (1) as a linear problem
(9) without modifying the MI. This presents an advantage of using MI as a design criterion over the MMSE,
as, unlike MI, MMSE is not invariant to the linear representation, i.e., the error covariance matrices of
the MMSE estimator of U from Y and of the MMSE estimator of U˜ from YC are in general not the
same.
B. Conditions on AMI for Arbitrary SOI Distribution
Let E (A) be the error covariance matrix of the MMSE estimator of U˜ from Y (referred to henceforth
as the MMSE matrix) for a fixed measurement matrix A, i.e.,
E (A) , E
{(
U˜− E{U˜|Y})(U˜− E{U˜|Y})H }. (11)
Based on the observation that (9) corresponds to a MIMO channel with additive Gaussian noise, we
obtain the following necessary condition on AMI which solves (3):
Theorem 1 (Necessary condition). Let aMIk be the k-th column of
(
A
MI
)T
, k∈M, and define the n×n
matrix
Hk
(
A
MI
)
,
(
In⊗
(
aMIk
)T)(
E
(
A
MI
) )T (
In⊗
(
aMIk
)∗)
+
((
aMIk
)T⊗In)E (AMI) ((aMIk )∗⊗In).
Then, AMI that solves (3) satisfies:
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8λaMIk = Hk
(
A
MI
)
aMIk , ∀k∈M, (12)
where λ ≥ 0 is selected such that Tr
(
A
MI
(
A
MI
)H)
=P .
Proof: See Appendix A.
It follows from (12) that the k-th row of AMI, k ∈ M, is an eigenvector of the n × n Hermitian
positive semi-definite matrix Hk
(
A
MI
)
, which depends on AMI. As the optimization problem in (3)
is generally non-concave, condition (12) does not uniquely identify the optimal measurement matrix in
general. Furthermore, in order to explicitly obtain AMI from (12), the MMSE matrix E
(
A
MI
)
must be
derived, which is not a simple task. As an example, let the entries of U be zero-mean i.i.d. PC Gaussian
RVs. Then, U˜ obeys a singular Wishart distribution [34], and E (A) does not seem to have a tractable
analytic expression. Despite this general situation, when the SNR is sufficiently low, we can explicitly
characterize AMI in certain scenarios, as discussed in the next subsection.
C. Low SNR Regime
We next show that in the low SNR regime, it is possible to obtain an expression for the optimal
measurement matrix which does not depend on E (A). Let CU and CU˜ denote the covariance matrices
of the SOI, U, and of U˜ = U ⊗U∗, respectively. In the low SNR regime, i.e., when Pσ2
W
→ 0, the MI
I
(
U˜;YC
)
satisfies [30, Eq. (41)]:
I
(
U˜;YC
)
≈ 1
2σ2W
Tr
(
A˜C
U˜
A˜
H
)
. (13)
Thus, from (10) and (13), the measurement matrix maximizing the MI in the low SNR regime can be
approximated by
A
MI ≈ argmax
A∈Cm×n:Tr(AAH)≤P
Tr
(
A˜C
U˜
A˜
H
)
, (14)
where A˜ is given by (8).
Next, we introduce a new concept we refer to as Kronecker symmetric random vectors:
Definition 1 (Kronecker symmetry). A random vector X with covariance matrix CX is said to be
Kronecker symmetric if the covariance matrix of X⊗X∗ is equal to CX ⊗C∗X.
In particular, zero-mean PC Gaussian distributions satisfy Def. 1, as stated in the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Any n× 1 zero-mean PC Gaussian random vector is Kronecker symmetric.
Proof: See Appendix B.
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9We now obtain a closed-form solution to (14) when U is a Kronecker symmetric random vector. The
optimal AMI for this setup is stated in the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let aMIk be the k-th column of
(
A
MI
)T
, k ∈M, and let vmax be the eigenvector of CU
corresponding to its maximal eigenvalue. If U is a Kronecker symmetric random vector with covariance
matrix CU, then, for every c∈ Cm with ‖c‖2 =P , setting aMIk = (c)k v∗max for all k ∈M solves (14).
Thus,
A
MI = c · vHmax. (15)
Proof: See Appendix C.
The result of Theorem 2 is quite non-intuitive from an estimation perspective, as it suggests using a
rank-one measurement matrix. This implies that the optimal measurement matrix projects the multivariate
SOI onto a single eigenvector corresponding to the largest spread. Consequently, there are infinitely many
realizations of U which result in the same |AU|2. The optimality of rank-one measurements can be
explained by noting that the selected scalar projection is, in fact, the least noisy of all possible scalar
projections, as it corresponds to the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the SOI. Hence, when
the additive noise is dominant, the optimal strategy is to design the measurement matrix such that it
keeps only the least noisy spatial dimension of the signal, and eliminates all other spatial dimensions
which are very noisy. From an information theoretic perspective, this concept is not new, and the strategy
of using a single spatial dimension which corresponds to the largest eigenvalue of the channel matrix
in memoryless MIMO channels was shown to be optimal in the low SNR regime, e.g., in the design of
the optimal precoding matrix for MIMO Gaussian channels [35, Sec II-B]. However, while in [35, Sec
II-B] the problem was to optimize the input covariance (using the precoding matrix) for a given channel,
in our case we optimize over the “channel” (represented by the measurement matrix) for a given SOI
covariance matrix.
Finally, we show that the optimal measurement matrix in Theorem 2 satisfies the necessary condition for
optimality in Theorem 1: In the low SNR regime the MMSE matrix (11) satisfies E
(
A
) ≈ C
U˜
, see, e.g.,
[35, Eq. (15)]. The Kronecker symmetry of the SOI implies that E
(
A
) ≈ CU ⊗C∗U. Plugging this into
the definition of Hk
(
A
MI
)
in Theorem 1 results in Hk
(
A
MI
)
= 2
((
aMIk
)T
CU
(
aMIk
)∗)
C
∗
U. Theorem
1 thus states that for every k ∈ M, the vector aMIk must be a complex conjugate of an eigenvector of
CU. Consequently, the optimal matrix in Theorem 2 satisfies the necessary condition in Theorem 1.
IV. PRACTICAL DESIGN OF THE MEASUREMENT MATRIX
As can be concluded from the discussion following Theorem 1, the fact that (12) does not generally have
a unique solution combined with the fact that it is often difficult to analytically compute the MMSE matrix,
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make the characterization of the optimal measurement matrix from condition (12) a very difficult task.
Therefore, in this section we propose a practical approach for designing measurement matrices based on
Theorem 1, while circumventing the difficulties discussed above by applying appropriate approximations.
We note that while the practical design approach proposed in this section assumes that the observations
are corrupted by an additive Gaussian noise, the suggested approach can also be used as an ad hoc
method for designing measurement matrices for phase retrieval setups with non-Gaussian noise, e.g.,
Poisson noise [8, Sec. 2.3]. The practical design is performed via the following steps: First, we find the
matrix A˜MI which maximizes the MI without restricting A˜ to satisfy the row-wise KRP structure (8).
Ignoring the structural constraints on A˜ facilitates characterizing A˜MI via a set of fixed point equations.
Then, we obtain a closed-form approximation of A˜MI by using the covariance matrix of the linear
MMSE (LMMSE) estimator instead of the actual MMSE matrix. We denote the resulting matrix by
A˜
′. Next, noting that the MI is invariant to unitary transformations, we obtain the final measurement
matrix by finding A which minimizes the Frobenious norm between Sm
(
A⊗(A)∗) and a given unitary
transformation of A˜′, also designed to minimize the Frobenious norm. Using this procedure we obtain
closed-form expressions for general measurement matrices as well as for masked Fourier measurement
matrices. In the following we elaborate on these steps.
A. Optimizing without Structure Constraints
In the first step we replace the maximization of the MI in (3) with respect to the measurement matrix
A, with a maximization with respect to A˜, which denotes the row-wise KRP of A and A∗. Specifically,
we look for the matrix A˜ which maximizes I
(
U˜;YC
)
, without constraining the structure of A˜, while
satisfying the trace constraint in (3).
We now formulate a constraint on A˜ which guarantees that the trace constraint in (3) is satisfied.
Letting ak be the k-th column of A
T , k∈M, we have that
∥∥
A
∥∥4 = m∑
k1=1
m∑
k2=1
‖ak1‖2‖ak2‖2
(a)
≤ 1
2
m∑
k1=1
m∑
k2=1
(
‖ak1‖4+‖ak2‖4
)
=m
m∑
k=1
‖ak‖4, (16)
where (a) follows since a2 + b2 ≥ 2ab for all a, b ∈ R. Next, it follows from (8) that
∥∥
A˜
∥∥2 = m∑
k=1
‖ak ⊗ a∗k‖2
(a)
=
m∑
k=1
‖ak‖4
(b)
≥ 1
m
‖A‖4, (17)
September 26, 2017 DRAFT
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where (a) follows from [33, Pg. 709] and (b) follows from (16). Therefore, if A˜ satisfies
∥∥
A˜
∥∥ ≤ P√
m
,
then Tr
(
AA
H
)
= ‖A‖2 ≤ P , thereby satisfying the constraint in (3). Consequently, we consider the
following optimization problem:
A˜
MI = argmax
A˜∈Cm×n2 :Tr(A˜A˜H)≤P2
m
I
(
U˜;YC
)
. (18)
Note that without constraining A˜ to satisfy the structure (8), Y can be complex, and the MI between
the input and the output of the transformed MIMO channel, I
(
U˜;YC
)
, may not be equal to the MI
between the SOI and the observations of the original phase retrieval setup, I (U;Y).
The solution to (18) is given in the following lemma:
Lemma 2. [25, Thm. 4.2], [36, Thm. 1], [37, Prop. 2]: Let E
(
A˜
)
be the covariance matrix of the
MMSE estimate of U˜ from YC for a given A˜, and let VE
(
A˜
)
DE
(
A˜
)(
VE
(
A˜
))H
be the eigenvalue
decomposition of E
(
A˜
)
, in which VE
(
A˜
)
is unitary and DE
(
A˜
)
is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal
entries are the eigenvalues of E
(
A˜
)
in descending order. Let DA
(
A˜
)
be an m × n2 diagonal matrix
whose entries satisfy
(
DA
(
A˜
))
k,k
= 0 if
(
DE
(
A˜
))
k,k
< η (19a)(
DA
(
A˜
))
k,k
> 0 if
(
DE
(
A˜
))
k,k
= η, (19b)
where η is selected such that
m∑
k=1
(
DA
(
A˜
))2
k,k
= P
2
m . The matrix A˜
MI which solves (18) is given by the
solution to
A˜
MI = DA
(
A˜
MI
)(
VE
(
A˜
MI
))H
. (20)
Lemma 2 characterizes A˜MI via a set of fixed point equations4. Note that the matrix DA(A˜
MI) is
constructed such that A˜MI which solves (20) induces a covariance matrix of the MMSE estimate of U˜
from YC , denoted E(A˜
MI), whose eigenvalues satisfy (19).
B. Replacing the MMSE Matrix with the LMMSE Matrix
In order to obtain A˜MI from Lemma 2, we need the error covariance matrix of the MMSE estimator
of U˜ from YC , E
(
A˜
MI
)
, which in turn depends on A˜MI. As E
(
A˜
)
is difficult to compute, we propose
to replace the error covariance matrix of the MMSE estimate with that of the LMMSE estimate5 of U˜
from YC . The LMMSE matrix is given by [30, Sec. IV-C]
4The solution in [25, Thm. 4.2] includes a permutation matrix which performs mode alignment. However, for white noise
mode alignment is not needed, and the permutation matrix can be set to In2 [36, Sec. III].
5An inspiration for this approximation stems from the fact that for parallel Gaussian MIMO scenarios, the covariance matrices
of the MMSE estimate and of the LMMSE estimate coincide at high SNRs [38].
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EL
(
A˜
)
= C
U˜
−C
U˜
A˜
H
(
2σ2W Im + A˜CU˜A˜
H
)−1
A˜C
U˜
.
Replacing E
(
A˜
)
with EL
(
A˜
)
in Lemma 2, we obtain the matrix A˜′ stated in the following corollary:
Corollary 1. Let V
U˜
D
U˜
V
H
U˜
be the eigenvalue decomposition of C
U˜
, in which V
U˜
is unitary and D
U˜
is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the eigenvalues of C
U˜
arranged in descending order.
Let D˜A be an m×n2 diagonal matrix such that
(
D˜A
)2
k,k
=
(
η˜ − 2σ
2
W(
D
U˜
)
k,k
)+
, ∀k ∈ M, (21)
where η˜ is selected such that
m∑
k=1
(
D˜A
)2
k,k
= P
2
m . Finally, let
A˜
′ = D˜AVHU˜. (22)
Then, A˜′ satisfies the conditions in Lemma 2, computed with E
(
A˜
′) replaced by EL(A˜′).
Proof: See Appendix D.
While Lemma 2 corresponds to a generalized mercury waterfilling solution [25, Thm. 4.2], Corollary
1 is reminiscent of the conventional waterfilling solution for the optimal A˜ when U˜ is Gaussian [25,
Thm. 4.1]. However, as noted in Subsection III-A, U˜ is non-Gaussian for any distribution of U, thus,
the resulting A˜′ has no claim of optimality.
C. Nearest Row-Wise Khatri-Rao Product Representation
The choice of A˜′ in (22) does not necessarily correspond to a row-wise KRP structure (8). In this
case, it is not possible to find a matrix A such that |AU|2 = A˜′ (U⊗U∗), which implies that the
matrix A˜′ does not correspond to the model (1). Furthermore, we note that MI is invariant to unitary
transformations, and specifically, for any unitary V ∈ Cm×m and for any A˜ ∈ Cm×n2 we have that
I
(
U˜; A˜U˜+WC
)
(a)
= I
(
U˜; A˜U˜+VHWC
)
(b)
= I
(
U˜;VA˜U˜+WC
)
, (23)
where (a) follows from [23, Eq. (8.71)], and (b) since I
(
U˜;YC
)
= I
(
U˜;VYC
)
, see [23, Pg. 35].
Therefore, in order to obtain a measurement matrix, we propose finding an m×n matrix AˆO such that,
for a given unitary matrix V,
Aˆ
O = argmin
A∈Cm×n
‖VA˜′ − Sm (A⊗A∗) ‖2. (24)
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Note that while the unitary matrix V does not modify the MI, it can result in reducing the minimal
Frobenious norm in (24). We will elaborate on the selection of V in Subsection IV-E.
To solve (24), let a˜′k be the n
2 × 1 column vector corresponding to the k-th column of (VA˜′)T and
M˜
(H)
k be the Hermitian part
6 of vec−1n (a˜′k), k ∈ M. The solution to (24) can be analytically obtained
as stated in the following proposition:
Proposition 1. Let aˆOk be the n × 1 vector corresponding to the k-th column of
(
Aˆ
O
)T
, k ∈ M. Let
µ˜k,max be the largest eigenvalue of M˜
(H)
k , and let v˜k,max be the corresponding eigenvector, when the
eigenvector matrix is unitary. Then, the columns of
(
Aˆ
O
)T
which solves (24) are given by
aˆOk =
√
max (µ˜k,max, 0) · v˜∗k,max, k ∈ M. (25)
Proof: See Appendix E.
The matrix AˆO derived in Proposition 1 does not necessarily satisfy the Frobenius norm constraint P .
Thus, if the squared norm of AˆO is larger than P , then it is scaled down to satisfy the norm constraint.
Moreover, since I
(
U; γ|AˆOU|2 + W) is monotonically non-decreasing w.r.t. γ > 0 [24, Thm. 2] for
any distribution of U, if the squared norm of AˆO is smaller than P , then it is scaled up to the maximal
norm to maximize the MI. Consequently, the final measurement matrix is given by AO =
√
P
‖AˆO‖Aˆ
O.
Next, we show that when U is Kronecker symmetric, then, in the low SNR regime, AO coincides with
the optimal matrix characterized in Theorem 2, for any unitary transformation matrix V. Let i1 be an
m× 1 vector such that (i1)k = δk,1, and let VUDUVHU be the eigenvalue decomposition of CU. For a
Kronecker symmetric U, we have that C
U˜
= CU⊗C∗U, and thus VU˜ = VU⊗V∗U and DU˜ = DU⊗D∗U
[33, Ch. 12.3.1]. In the low SNR regime, due to the ”waterfilling” in (22), the measurement matrix extracts
only the least noisy spatial dimension of the SOI, resulting in A˜′ = P√
m
i1
(
vmax⊗v∗max
)H
, where vmax is
the eigenvector corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue of the SOI covariance matrix, CU. Therefore,
letting v1 denote the leftmost column of V, we have that VA˜
′ = P√
m
v1
(
vmax⊗v∗max
)H
, which results in
vec−1n (a˜′k) =
P√
m
(v1)k vmaxv
H
max [40, Ch. 9.2] and M˜
(H)
k =
P√
m
Re {(v1)k}vmaxvHmax. Consequently,
v˜k,max = vmax for every k ∈ M, and thus AO is a rank-one matrix of the form AO = c · vHmax, which
coincides with AMI stated in Theorem 2. For example, setting V = Im results in c =
√
P · i1.
D. Masked Fourier Measurement Matrix
As mentioned in Subsection II-B, in many phase retrieval setups, the measurement matrix represents
masked Fourier measurements and is constrained to the structure of (4). In the context of phase retrieval,
6The Hermitian part of a matrix Z is given by 1
2
(
Z+ ZH
)
.
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the design goal is to find the set of masks {Gl}bl=1 in (4) which result in optimal recovery performance.
To that aim, define the n× 1 vectors gl, l ∈ B, to contain the diagonal elements of Gl, (gl)k=(Gl)k,k,
k ∈ N . With this definition, we can write
(A)(l−1)n+k,p=(gl)p (Fn)k,p , ∀k, p∈N , l∈B. (26)
Since AO does not necessarily represent a masked Fourier structure, based on the rationale detailed in
Subsection IV-C, we suggest to use the masks {gMFl }bl=1 that minimize the distance between the resulting
measurement matrix and a unitary transformation of A˜′:
{gMFl }bl=1= argmin
{gl}bl=1∈Cn
‖VA˜′−Sm (A⊗A∗) ‖2, (27)
where V is a given unitary matrix and A depends on {gMFl }bl=1 via (26). The set of masks which solve
(27) is characterized in the following proposition:
Proposition 2. Let F˜k be an n×n diagonal matrix such that
(
F˜k
)
p,p
=
(
Fn
)
k,p
, k, p∈N . For all l∈B,
let µ¯l,max be the largest eigenvalue of the n×n Hermitian matrix
n∑
k=1
F˜kM˜
(H)
(l−1)n+kF˜
∗
k, where M˜
(H)
(l−1)n+k
is the Hermitian part of vec−1n
(
a˜′(l−1)n+k
)
, and let v¯l,max be its corresponding eigenvector, when the
eigenvector matrix is unitary. Then, the set of mask coefficients {gMFl }bl=1 which solves (27) is obtained
as
gMFl =
√
n ·max (µ¯l,max, 0) · v¯∗l,max, l ∈ B. (28)
Proof: See Appendix F.
The masked Fourier measurement matrix is obtained from the coefficient vectors {gMFl }bl=1 via(
Aˆ
MF
)
(l−1)·n+k,p=
(
gMFl
)
p
(Fn)k,p , k, p∈N , l∈B. (29)
Applying the same reasoning used in determining the scaling of AˆO in Subsection IV-C, we conclude that
the MI is maximized, subject to the trace constraint, by normalizing AˆMF to obtain AMF =
√
P
‖AˆMF‖Aˆ
MF.
Let us again consider a Kronecker symmetricU in the low SNR regime. For simplicity, we setV = Im.
As discussed in the previous subsection, for this setting we have that A˜′ = P√
m
i1
(
vmax⊗v∗max
)H
, where
i1 is the m × 1 vector such that
(
i1
)
k
= δk,1, and thus M˜
(H)
k is non-zero only for k = 1. Therefore,
µ¯l,max is zero for all l 6= 1, while µ¯1,max is the largest eigenvalue of F˜∗1M˜(H)1 F˜1 =M(H)1 = vmaxvHmax,
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and thus v¯1,max = vmax. Consequently, we have that
A
MF =
√
P


Fndiag (v
∗
max)
0 . . . 0
...
0 . . . 0


. (30)
Unlike the unconstrained case considered in the previous subsection, the resulting measurement matrix in
(30) does not coincide with the optimal matrix given in Theorem 2, due to the masked Fourier structure
constraint.
E. Obtaining the Optimal Unitary Transformation Matrix
In the previous subsections we assumed that the unitary transformation V applied to A˜′ is given. In
the following we propose an algorithm to jointly identify the optimal transformation V and the optimal
measurement matrix A.
Let V denote the set of m × m complex unitary matrices and A denote the set of m × n feasible
measurement matrices. For example, for unconstrained measurements,A = Cm×n, and for masked Fourier
measurements, A is the set of all matrices which can be expressed as in (4). The optimal A and V are
obtained as the solution to the following joint optimization problem:(
Aˆ
U,VU
)
= argmin
A∈A,V∈V
‖VA˜′−Sm (A⊗A∗) ‖2. (31)
The solution to (31) for a fixed V is given in Propositions 1 and 2. For a fixed A, the problem in (31)
is the unitary Procrustes problem [43, Ch. 7.4]: Letting Vsvd (A)Dsvd (A)W
H
svd (A) be the SVD of
Sm (A⊗A∗) ·
(
A˜
′)H , the solution to (31) for a fixed A is given by
V
U (A) = Vsvd (A)W
H
svd (A) . (32)
Based on the above, we propose to solve the joint optimization problem (31) in an alternating fashion,
i.e., optimize over A for a fixed V, then optimize over V for a fixed A, and continue with the alternating
optimization process until convergence. The overall matrix design algorithm is summarized in Algorithm
1. As the Frobenious norm objective in (31) is differentiable, convergence of the alternating optimization
algorithm is guaranteed [44, Thm. 2]. However, since the problem is not necessarily convex7 w.r.t. both
A and V, the algorithm may converge to a local minima.
7This non-convexity is observed by noting that, for example, for φ ∈ (0, 2pi), the right hand side of (31) obtains the same
value for A and for Aejφ, and a different value for 1
2
(1 + ejφ)A, which is an element of every convex set containing A
and Aejφ. Consequently, when A which is not all zero solves (31), the set of all minima is not convex, and the optimization
problem is thus not convex [39, Ch. 4.2].
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Algorithm 1 Measurement Matrix Design
1: Initialization: Set k = 0 and V0 = Im.
2: Compute A˜′ using (22).
3: Obtain Aˆk+1=argmin
A∈A
‖VkA˜′−Sm (A⊗A∗) ‖2 using Proposition 1 (for general measurements) or
using Proposition 2 (for masked Fourier measurements).
4: Set Vk+1=Vsvd
(
Aˆk+1
)
W
H
svd
(
Aˆk+1
)
.
5: If termination criterion is inactive: Set k := k + 1 and go to Step 3.
6: AU is obtained as AU =
√
P
‖Aˆk‖Aˆk.
Assuming that the computation of A˜′ in Step 2 of Algorithm 1 is carried out using a computationally
efficient waterfilling algorithm, as in, e.g., [45], the complexity of Algorithm 1 is dominated by the
computation of the eigenvalue decomposition required in Step 2 and by the matrix product required to
compute the SVD in Step 4. Letting tmax denote the maximal number of iterations over Steps 3-4, it
follows that the the overall computational complexity of the algorithm is on the order of O(tmax ·m2 ·
n2 + n6) [33, Ch. 1.1, Ch. 8.6].
While in the problem formulation we consider white Gaussian noise, the measurement matrix design
in Algorithm 1 can be extended to account for colored Gaussian noise, i.e., for noise W with covariance
matrix CW 6= σ2W Im, by considering the whitened observations vector C−1/2W Y instead of Y. This is
because invertible transformations do not change the MI: I (U;Y) = I
(
U;C
−1/2
W Y
)
[23, Corollary
after Eq. (2.121)], therefore maximizing the MI for the whitened observations maximizes the MI for
the original observations. After applying the whitening transformation, Algorithm 1 can be used on the
whitened observations vector C
−1/2
W Y with noise covariance matrix Im, with the exception that the
objective function in Step 3 is replaced with argmin
A∈A
‖VkC1/2W A˜′−Sm (A⊗A∗) ‖2.
V. SIMULATIONS STUDY
In this section we evaluate the performance of phase retrieval with the proposed measurement matrix
design in a simulations study. While our design aims at maximizing the statistical dependence between the
SOI and the observations via MI maximization, we note that phase retrieval is essentially an estimation
problem, hence, we evaluate the performance in terms of estimation error. Since the phase retrieval setup
inherently has a global phase ambiguity, for an SOI realization U=u and its estimate Uˆ= uˆ, we define
the estimation error as
ǫ (u, uˆ) = min
c∈C:|c|=1
‖u− c · uˆ‖
‖u‖ , (33)
namely, the minimum relative distance over all phase rotations, see, e.g., [9, Eq. (19)]. We use both
phasecut [9] and TAF (with step-size 1 and truncation threshold 0.9) [11] to estimate the SOI U from
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the observations Y. Performance was evaluated for five different measurement matrices:
• AOK - The optimal measurement matrix for Kronecker symmetric SOI in the low SNR regime,
obtained via (15) with c selected such that (c)k =
√
P
me
j2pi k−1
m for all k ∈ M.
• AUC - The unconstrained measurement matrix obtained using Algorithm 1 with A = Cm×n.
• AMF - The masked Fourier measurement matrix obtained using Algorithm 1 with A being the set
of matrices which can be expressed as in (4).
• ARG - A random PC Gaussian matrix with i.i.d. entries.
• ACD - A coded diffraction pattern matrix with random octanary patterns [10, Sec. 4.1], namely, a
masked Fourier matrix (4) with i.i.d. random masks, each having i.i.d. entries distributed according
to [10, Eq. (4.3)].
For the random matrices, ARG and ACD, a new realization is generated for each Monte Carlo simulation.
The squared Frobenius norm constraint is set to P =m, namely, the average row squared norm for all
designed matrices is 1. Two different SOI distributions of size n = 10 were tested:
• US - A sum of complex exponentials (see, e.g., [9, Sec. V]) given by (US)k =
6∑
l=1
Mle
jpiΦlk, where
{Ml}6l=1 are i.i.d. zero-mean unit variance real-valued Gaussian RVs, and {Φl}6l=1 are i.i.d. RVs
uniformly distributed over [0, π], independent of {Ml}6l=1.
• UG - A zero-mean PC Gaussian vector with covariance matrix CU corresponding to an exponentially
decaying correlation profile given by (CU)k,l = 6 · e−|k−l|+j
2pi(k−l)
n , k, l ∈ N .
Note that all tested SOIs have the same energy, measured as the trace of the covariance matrix. The
estimation error is averaged over 1000 Monte Carlo simulations, where a new SOI and noise realization
is generated in each simulation.
In Figs. 1–4 we fix the observations dimension to be m = 6 · n = 60, and let the SNR, defined as
1/σ2W , vary from −30 dB to 30 dB, for US using phasecut, US using TAF, UG using phasecut, and UG
using TAF, respectively. It can be observed from Figs. 1–4 that the deterministic unconstrained AUC
achieves the best performance over almost the entire SNR range, for all tested SOI distributions. Notable
gains are observed for US in Figs. 1–2, where, for example, A
UC attains an average estimation error of
ǫ=0.1 for SNRs of −4 dB and −2 dB, for phasecut and for TAF, respectively, while random Gaussian
measurements ARG achieve ǫ=0.1 for SNRs of 4 dB and 8 dB, for phasecut and for TAF, respectively,
and random coded diffraction patterns ACD achieve ǫ=0.1 for SNRs of 6 dB and 8 dB, for phasecut
and for TAF, respectively. Consequently, for SOI distribution US , A
UC achieves an SNR gain of 8− 10
dB at ǫ=0.1 over Gaussian measurements, and an SNR gain of 10 dB over random coded diffraction
patterns. From Figs. 3–4 we observe that the corresponding SNR gain at ǫ=0.1 for the SOI distribution
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Fig. 1. Average estimation error vs. SNR for US using phasecut, m = 6n.
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Fig. 2. Average estimation error vs. SNR for US using TAF, m = 6n.
UG is 2 dB, compared to both random Gaussian measurements as well as to random coded diffraction
patterns. Furthermore, it is observed from Figs. 1–4 that the proposed masked Fourier measurement
matrix AMF, corresponding to practical deterministic masked Fourier measurements, achieves an SNR
gain of 0− 2 dB for both SOI distributions UG and US , compared to random Gaussian measurements
and random coded diffraction patterns. It is also noted in Figs. 1–4 that, as expected, in the low SNR
regime, i.e., 1/σ2W < −20 dB, AOK obtains the best performance, as it is designed specifically for low
SNRs. However, the performance of AOK for both recovery algorithms hardly improves with SNR as its
rank-one structure does not allow the complete recovery of the SOI at any SNR.
In Figs. 5–6 we fix the SNR to be 10 dB, and let the sample complexity ratio mn [10], [11] vary from
2 to 10, for both US and UG. From Figs. 5-6 we observe that the superiority of the deterministic A
UC
is maintained for different sample complexity values. For example, in Fig. 5 we observe that for US
at SNR 1/σ2W = 10 dB, A
UC obtains an estimation error of less than ǫ = 0.05 for m = 4n and for
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Fig. 3. Average estimation error vs. SNR for UG using phasecut, m = 6n.
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Fig. 4. Average estimation error vs. SNR for UG using TAF, m = 6n.
m = 6n, using phasecut and using TAF, respectively, while our masked Fourier design AMF requires
m = 8n observations, and both random Gaussian measurements and random coded diffraction patterns
require m = 10n observations to achieve a similar estimation error, for both phasecut and TAF. A similar
behavior with less notable gains is observed for UG in Fig. 6. For example, for UG using phasecut,
both AUC and AMF require m = 5n observations to achieve ǫ = 0.05, while both ARG and ACD
require m = 7n observations to achieve similar performance. This implies that our proposed designs
require fewer measurements, compared to the common random measurement matrices, to achieve the
same performance.
Moreover, we observe that the estimation error of both the unconstrained measurements AUC and
the masked Fourier measurements AMF scale w.r.t. SNR (Figs. 1–4) and sample complexity (Figs. 5–6)
similarly to random measurements ARG and ACD, and that the performance gain compared to random
Gaussian measurements and random coded diffraction patterns is maintained for various values of m.
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Fig. 6. Average estimation error vs. sample complexity, UG, SNR=10 dB.
Lastly, we numerically evaluate the performance gain obtained by optimizing over the unitary matrix
V, detailed in Subsection IV-E. To that aim, we set AUCI and A
MF
I to be the matrices obtained via
Propositions 1 and 2, respectively, with the unitary matrix V fixed to Im. In Table I we detail the
values of Frobenius norm ‖VA˜′−Sm (A⊗A∗) ‖ computed for AUCI and AMFI with V = Im, and for
A
UC and AMF with V obtained via (32), for m = 6n, SOI distribution US , and 1/σ
2
W = −10, 10, 30
dB. We note that optimizing over the unitary transformation decreases the Frobenius norm by a factor
of approximately 3.3 for AUC and 1.4 for AMF. To illustrate that the Frobenius norm improvement
translates into improvement in estimation performance, we depict in Fig. 7 the estimation error obtained
with phasecut for the same setup for 1/σ2W ∈ [−10, 30] dB. We observe that at ǫ = 0.1 optimizing the
unitary matrix yields an SNR gain of 4 dB for AUC compared to AUCI , and a gain of 2 dB for A
MF
compared to AMFI . Figure 7 demonstrates the benefits of optimizing over V in Algorithm 1 rather than
choosing a fixed V.
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TABLE I
FROBENIUS NORM ‖VA˜′−Sm (A⊗A
∗) ‖ COMPARISON FOR US .
1/σ2W A
UC
A
UC
I A
MF
A
MF
I
−10 dB 2.09 6.93 6.25 7.63
10 dB 2.19 6.99 5.70 7.66
30 dB 2.25 7.08 5.16 7.66
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Fig. 7. Average estimation error vs. SNR for US , m = 6n.
The results of the simulation study indicate that significant performance gains can be achieved by the
proposed measurement matrix design, for various recovery algorithms, using deterministic and practical
measurement setups.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied the design of measurement matrices for the noisy phase retrieval setup
by maximizing the MI between the SOI and the observations. Necessary conditions on the optimal
measurement matrix were derived, and the optimal measurement matrix for Kronecker symmetric SOI in
the low SNR regime was obtained in closed-form. We also studied the design of practical measurement
matrices based on maximizing the MI between the SOI and the observations, by applying a series of
approximations. Simulation results demonstrate the benefits of using the proposed approach for various
recovery algorithms.
APPENDIX
We first recall the definition of the Kronecker product:
Definition 2 (Kroncker product). For any n1 × n2 matrix N and m1 ×m2 matrix M, for every p1 ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n1}, p2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n2}, q1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m1}, q2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m2}, the entries of N⊗M are
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given by [33, Ch. 1.3.6]:
(N⊗M)(p1−1)m1+q1,(p2−1)m2+q2 =(N)p1,p2(M)q1,q2 . (34)
The following properties of the Kronecker product are repeatedly used in the sequel:
Lemma 3. The Kronecker product satisfies:
P1 For any n21 × 1 vector x1 and n1 × 1 vectors x2,x3:
‖x1 − x2 ⊗ x∗3‖2 =
∥∥vec−1n1 (x1)− x∗3xT2 ∥∥2 . (35)
P2 For any n× 1 vector x and n2 × n2 matrix M we have that for every k ∈ N ,
( (
In ⊗ xT
) ·M · (x⊗ x∗))
k
=
n∑
p1=1
n∑
q1=1
n∑
q2=1
(x)q2(M)(k−1)n+q2,(p1−1)n+q1(x)p1(x)
∗
q1
, (36a)
and also( (
xT ⊗ In
) ·M∗ · (x∗ ⊗ x))
k
=
n∑
p1=1
n∑
q1=1
n∑
p2=1
(x)p2(M)
∗
(p2−1)n+k,(p1−1)n+q1(x)
∗
p1
(x)q1 . (36b)
Proof: Property P1 follows since
‖x1 − x2 ⊗ x∗3‖2
(a)
=
∥∥vec−1n1 (x1 − x2 ⊗ x∗3)∥∥2
(b)
=
∥∥vec−1n1 (x1)− x∗3xT2 ∥∥2 , (37)
where (a) follows from the relationship between the Frobenious norm and the Euclidean norm, as for
any square matrix X, ‖X‖2 = ‖vec (X) ‖2; (b) follows from [33, Ch. 12.3.4].
In the proof of Property P2, we detail only the proof of (36a), as the proof of (36b) follows using
similar steps: By explicitly writing the product of the n×n2 matrix (In ⊗ xT )M and the n2× 1 vector
x⊗ x∗ we have that
( (
In ⊗ xT
) ·M · (x⊗ x∗))
k
=
n∑
p1=1
n∑
q1=1
((
In ⊗ xT
) ·M)
k,(p1−1)n+q1 (x⊗ x
∗)(p1−1)n+q1
=
n∑
p1=1
n∑
q1=1
n∑
p2=1
n∑
q2=1
(
In ⊗ xT
)
k,(p2−1)n+q2 (M)(p2−1)n+q2,(p1−1)n+q1 (x⊗ x
∗)(p1−1)n+q1 . (38)
Next, from (34) we have that
(
In ⊗ xT
)
k,(p2−1)n+q2 =(In)k,p2 ·(x)q2 =δk,p2 (x)q2 and (x⊗ x∗)(p1−1)n+q1 =
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(x)p1 · (x)∗q1 . Substituting these computations back into (38) yields
( (
In ⊗ xT
) ·M · (x⊗ x∗))
k
=
n∑
p1=1
n∑
q1=1
n∑
q2=1
(x)q2(M)(k−1)n+q2,(p1−1)n+q1(x)p1(x)
∗
q1
,
proving (36a).
A. Proof of Theorem 1
Applying the KKT theorem [39, Ch. 5.5.3] to the problem (3), we obtain the following necessary
conditions for AMI:
∇
A
(
− I (U;Y)−λ (P−Tr (AAH)) )∣∣∣
A=AMI
= 0, (39a)
and
λ
(
P − Tr
(
A
MI
(
A
MI
)H))
= 0, (39b)
where λ ≥ 0. From (39a) it follows that for A = AMI
∇
A
(
I (U;Y)
)∣∣∣
A=AMI
= λ · ∇
A
(
Tr
(
AA
H
) )∣∣∣
A=AMI
= λ ·AMI. (40)
To determine the derivative of the left-hand side of (40), we use the chain rule for complex gradients
[40, Ch. 4.1.1], from which we have that for every k1∈M, k2∈N ,
(
∇
A
(
I (U;Y)
))
k1,k2
=Tr
((
∇
A˜
(
I (U;Y)
))T ∂A˜∗
∂ (A)∗k1,k2
)
+Tr
((
∇
A˜
∗
(
I (U;Y)
))T ∂A˜
∂ (A)∗k1,k2
)
. (41)
Next, we let EC (A) denote the MMSE matrix for estimating U˜ from YC , and note that (10) implies
that
∇
A˜
(
I (U;Y)
)
= ∇
A˜
(
I
(
U˜;YC
))
(a)
= A˜ ·EC (A) (b)= A˜ ·E (A) , (42)
where (a) follows from [30, Eq. (4)], since the relationship between YC and U˜ corresponds to a PC
Gaussian MIMO channel with input U˜ and output YC ; (b) follows since WI=Im {YC} is independent
of Y=Re {YC} and of U˜, thus the MMSE matrix for estimating U˜ from YC , EC (A), is equal to the
MMSE matrix for estimating U˜ from Y, E (A). As MI is real-valued, it follows from (42) and from
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the definition of the generalized complex derivative [40, Ch. 4.1.1] that
∇
A˜
∗
(
I (U;Y)
)
=
(
A˜ ·E (A)
)∗
. (43)
Plugging (42) and (43) into (41) results in
(
∇
A
(
I (U;Y)
))
k1,k2
=
m∑
l1=1
n2∑
l2=1
(
A˜ ·E (A)
)
l1,l2
∂
(
A˜
)∗
l1,l2
∂ (A)∗k1,k2
+
m∑
l1=1
n2∑
l2=1
(
A˜ ·E (A)
)∗
l1,l2
∂
(
A˜
)
l1,l2
∂ (A)∗k1,k2
. (44)
By writing the index l2 as l2=(p2−1)n+q2, where p2, q2∈N , it follows from the definition of A˜ in (6)
that
∂
(
A˜
)∗
l1,(p2−1)n+q2
∂ (A)∗k1,k2
=(A)k1,q2 δl1,k1δp2,k2 , (45a)
and
∂
(
A˜
)
l1,(p2−1)n+q2
∂ (A)∗k1,k2
=(A)k1,p2 δl1,k1δq2,k2 . (45b)
Thus, (44) yields (
∇
A
(
I (U;Y)
))
k1,k2
=
n∑
q2=1
(
A˜ ·E (A)
)
k1,(k2−1)n+q2
(A)k1,q2
+
n∑
p2=1
(
A˜ ·E (A)
)∗
k1,(p2−1)n+k2
(A)k1,p2 . (46)
Next, we note that
(
A˜ ·E (A)
)
k1,(p2−1)n+q2
=
n∑
p1=1
n∑
q1=1
(
A˜
)
k1,(p1−1)n+q1
(
E (A)
)
(p1−1)n+q1,(p2−1)n+q2
(a)
=
n∑
p1=1
n∑
q1=1
(A)k1,p1(A)
∗
k1,q1
(
E (A)
)
(p1−1)n+q1,(p2−1)n+q2 , (47)
where (a) follows from the definition of A˜ in (6). Plugging (46) and (47) into (40), we conclude that
the entries of the optimal measurement matrix AMI satisfy
λ · (AMI)
k1,k2
=
n∑
q2=1
n∑
p1=1
n∑
q1=1
(
A
MI
)
k1,p1
(
A
MI
)∗
k1,q1
(
A
MI
)
k1,q2
(
E
(
A
MI
) )
(p1−1)n+q1,(k2−1)n+q2
+
n∑
p2=1
n∑
p1=1
n∑
q1=1
(
A
MI
)∗
k1,p1
(
A
MI
)
k1,q1
(
A
MI
)
k1,p2
(
E
(
A
MI
) )∗
(p1−1)n+q1,(p2−1)n+k2
, (48)
where λ is set to satisfy the power constraint.
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We now use Property P2 of Lemma 3 to express (48) in vector form. Letting aMIk denote the k-th
column of
(
A
MI
)T
, we note that the first and second summands in the right hand side of (48) correspond
to (36a) and (36b), respectively, with x = aMIk1 and M = E
T
(
A
MI
)
. Thus, (48) can be written as
λ · (AMI)
k1,k2
=
((
In ⊗
(
aMIk1
)T)·ET (AMI)·(aMIk1 ⊗ (aMIk1 )∗)
)
k2
+
(((
aMIk1
)T⊗ In)·EH(AMI)·((aMIk1 )∗⊗ aMIk1 )
)
k2
. (49)
Consequently, as the MMSE matrix is Hermitian, we have
λ · aMIk1 =
(
In ⊗
(
aMIk1
)T) ·ET (AMI) · (aMIk1 ⊗ (aMIk1 )∗)+ ((aMIk1 )T ⊗ In) ·E(AMI) · ((aMIk1 )∗ ⊗ aMIk1 )
=
((
In⊗
(
aMIk1
)T) ·ET (AMI) · (In⊗ (aMIk1 )∗)+((aMIk1 )T⊗In) ·E (AMI) · ((aMIk1 )∗⊗In)
)
aMIk1
= Hk1
(
A
MI
) · aMIk1 , k1 ∈ M, (50)
proving the theorem.
B. Proof of Lemma 1
We first write the indexes k1, k2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n2} as k1 = (p1 − 1)n + q1 and k2 = (p2 − 1)n + q2,
where p1, p2, q1, q2 ∈ N . Using (34), the entries of the covariance matrix of X⊗X∗, denoted CX⊗X∗ ,
can then be written as
(CX⊗X∗)(p1−1)n+q1,(p2−1)n+q2
= E
{
(X)p1 (X)
∗
q1
(X)∗p2 (X)q2
}
− E
{
(X)p1 (X)
∗
q1
}
E
{
(X)∗p2 (X)q2
}
(a)
= E
{
(X)p1 (X)
∗
q1
}
E
{
(X)∗p2 (X)q2
}
+ E
{
(X)p1 (X)
∗
p2
}
E
{
(X)∗q1 (X)q2
}
+ E
{
(X)p1 (X)q2
}
E
{
(X)∗p2 (X)
∗
p1
}
− E
{
(X)p1 (X)
∗
q1
}
E
{
(X)∗p2 (X)q2
}
(b)
= E
{
(X)p1 (X)
∗
p2
}
E
{
(X)∗q1 (X)q2
}
= (CX)p1,p2 (CX)
∗
q1,q2
(c)
= (CX ⊗C∗X)(p1−1)n+q1,(p2−1)n+q2 , (51)
where (a) follows from Isserlis theorem for complex Gaussian random vectors [41, Ch. 1.4]; (b) follows
from the proper complexity of X, which implies that E{ (X)p1 (X)q2 }E{ (X)∗p2 (X)∗p1 } = 0; and (c)
follows from (34). Eq. (51) proves the lemma.
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C. Proof of Theorem 2
To solve the optimization problem (14), we employ the following auxiliary lemma:
Lemma 4. Let ak be the k-th column of A
T , k ∈ M. If U is Kronecker symmetric with covariance
matrix CU, then
Tr
(
A˜C
U˜
A˜
H
)
=
m∑
k=1
(
aHk C
∗
Uak
)2
. (52)
Proof: Using Def. 1 and the representation (8) it follows that
Tr
(
A˜C
U˜
A˜
H
)
= Tr
(
Sm (A⊗A∗) · (CU ⊗C∗U) ·
(
A
H ⊗AT )SHm)
(a)
= Tr
(
S
H
mSm
((
ACUA
H
)⊗ (ACUAH)∗)) , (53)
where (a) follows from the properties of the trace operator [40, Ch, 1.1] and the Kronecker product
[40, Ch, 10.2]. Note that SHmSm is an m
2 × m2 diagonal matrix which satisfies (SHmSm)l,l = 1 if
l = (k − 1)m+ k for some k ∈ M and (SHmSm)l,l = 0 otherwise. Therefore, (53) can be written as
Tr
(
A˜C
U˜
A˜
H
)
=
m∑
k=1
( (
ACUA
H
)⊗ (ACUAH)∗ )
(k−1)m+k,(k−1)m+k
(a)
=
m∑
k=1
∣∣aTkCUa∗k∣∣2 (b)=
m∑
k=1
(
aHk C
∗
Uak
)2
, (54)
where (a) follows from (34) and from the definition of ak as the k-th column of A
T , and (b) follows
since CU is Hermitian and positive semi-definite.
Using Lemma 4, (14) can be written as
A
MI =
[
aMI1 ,a
MI
2 , . . . ,a
MI
m
]T
= argmax
{ak}mk=1:
m∑
k=1
‖ak‖2≤P
m∑
k=1
(
aHk C
∗
Uak
)2
= argmax
{ak}mk=1:
m∑
k=1
‖ak‖2≤P
m∑
k=1
(
aHk C
∗
Uak
‖ak‖
)2
‖ak‖2. (55)
The maximal value of the ratio
aH
k
C
∗
U
ak
‖ak‖ is the largest eigenvalue of C
∗
U, denoted µmax. This maximum
is obtained by setting ak‖ak‖ = e
j2piφkv∗max, where v∗max is the eigenvector of C∗U corresponding to µmax,
for any real φk [42, Pg. 550]. Thus,
m∑
k=1
(
aHk C
∗
Uak
‖ak‖
)2
‖ak‖2 ≤ µ2max
m∑
k=1
‖ak‖2 ≤ µ2maxP. (56)
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It follows from (56) that any selection of {ak}mk=1 such that ak = (c)k v∗max and
m∑
k=1
|(c)k|2 = P solves
(55). As C∗U is Hermitian positive semi-definite, it follows that µmax is also the largest eigenvalue of
C
∗
U, and that its corresponding eigenvector is vmax, thus proving the theorem.
D. Proof of Corollary 1
In order to prove the corollary we show that if the MMSE matrix is replaced by the LMMSE matrix
EL
(
A˜
)
, then A˜′ in (22) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2, namely, V
U˜
diagonalizes EL
(
A˜
′) and D˜A
satisfies (19).
Using (22) it follows that EL
(
A˜
′) is given by
EL
(
A˜
′)=C
U˜
−C
U˜
V
U˜
D˜
T
A
(
2σ2W Im+D˜AV
H
U˜
C
U˜
V
U˜
D˜
T
A
)−1
D˜AV
H
U˜
C
U˜
=C
U˜
−C
U˜
V
U˜
D˜
T
A
(
2σ2W Im+D˜ADU˜D˜
T
A
)−1
D˜AV
H
U˜
C
U˜
. (57)
From (57) it follows that EL
(
A˜
′) is diagonalized by V
U˜
, and the eigenvalue matrix is the diagonal
matrix given by
V
H
U˜
EL
(
A˜
′)
V
U˜
= D
U˜
−D
U˜
D˜
T
A
(
2σ2W Im + D˜ADU˜D˜
T
A
)−1
D˜ADU˜. (58)
In order to satisfy (19), for all k ∈ M, (D˜A)k,k must be non-negative, and if (D˜A)k,k > 0, then from
(58):
η =
(
D
U˜
)
k,k
−
(
D
U˜
)2
k,k
(
D˜A
)2
k,k
2σ2W +
(
D˜A
)2
k,k
(
D
U˜
)
k,k
. (59)
Extracting
(
D˜A
)2
k,k
from (59) and setting η˜ , 2σ
2
W
η yields (21), and concludes the proof.
E. Proof of Proposition 1
Letting ak be the k-th column of A
T , k ∈ M, we note that
‖VA˜′ − Sm (A⊗A∗) ‖2 =
m∑
k=1
‖a˜′k − ak ⊗ a∗k‖2. (60)
Therefore, the solution to the nearest row-wise KRP problem (24) is given by the solutions to the m
nearest Kronecker product problems, i.e., for any k ∈ M,
aˆOk = argmin
ak∈Cn
∥∥a˜′k − ak ⊗ a∗k∥∥2
(a)
= argmin
ak∈Cn
∥∥vec−1n (a˜′k)− a∗kaTk ∥∥2 , (61)
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where (a) follows from (35). Solving (61) is facilitated by the following Lemma:
Lemma 5. For an n× n matrix X with Hermitian part MX , it holds that
argmin
v∈Cn
∥∥
X− v∗vT∥∥2 = argmin
v∈Cn
∥∥
MX − v∗vT
∥∥2 . (62)
Proof: We note that since ‖B‖2 = Tr (BBH), then
∥∥
X− v∗vT∥∥2 = ‖X‖2 + ∥∥v∗vT∥∥2 − vT (X+XH)v∗
(a)
= ‖X‖2 + ∥∥v∗vT∥∥2 − 2vTMXv∗, (63)
where (a) follows sinceMX =
1
2
(
X+XH
)
. Applying the argmin operation to (63) proves the lemma.
From Lemma 5 it follows that (61) is equivalent to
aˆOk = argmin
ak∈Cn
‖M˜(H)k − a∗kaTk ‖2, (64)
= argmin
ak∈Cn
(
‖M˜(H)k ‖2 + ‖a∗kaTk ‖2 − 2aTk M˜(H)k a∗k
)
(a)
= argmin
ak∈Cn
(
‖a∗kaTk ‖2 − 2aHk
(
M˜
(H)
k
)∗
ak
)
, (65)
where (a) follows since M˜
(H)
k does not depend on ak, and since a
T
k M˜
(H)
k a
∗
k is real valued [42, Pg. 549].
Since the rank one Hermitian matrix a∗ka
T
k is positive semi-definite, the Eckart-Young theorem [33, Thm.
2.4.8] cannot be used to solve (64). Consequently, we compute the gradient of the right hand side of
(65) w.r.t. ak and set it to zero. This results in
2 ‖ak‖2 ak − 2
(
M˜
(H)
k
)∗
ak = 0. (66)
In order to satisfy (66), aˆOk must be either the zero vector or an eigenvector of the Hermitian matrix(
M˜
(H)
k
)∗
with a non-negative eigenvalue. Specifically, for any non-negative eigenvalue µ˜pk of M˜
(H)
k and
its corresponding unit-norm eigenvector v˜
p
k, we have that
(
v˜
p
k
)∗
is an eigenvector of
(
M˜
(H)
k
)∗
with
eigenvalue µ˜pk, and thus (66) is satisfied by a
p
k =
√
µ˜pk ·
(
v˜
p
k
)∗
, p ∈ N . In order to select the eigenvalue-
eigenvector pair which minimizes the Frobenious norm, we plug a
p
k into the right hand side of (65),
which results in
∥∥apk∥∥4 − 2 (apk)H (M˜(H)k )∗ apk = (µ˜pk)2 − 2 (µ˜pk)2 = − (µ˜pk)2 . (67)
Note that (67) is minimized by the largest eigenvalue. Thus, when some eigenvalues are non-negative
then the expression (65) is minimized by taking the largest non-negative eigenvalue. When all the
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eigenvalues are negative,
(
M˜
(H)
k
)∗
is negative definite. In this case, the expression in (65) is strictly
non-negative, hence its minimal value is obtained by setting ak to be the all-zero vector. Consequently,
aˆOk =
√
max (µ˜k,max, 0) · v˜∗k,max.
F. Proof of Proposition 2
Let aq be the q-th column of A
T , and recall that m = b ·n. When A corresponds to a masked Fourier
measurement matrix (4) we have that the right hand side of (65), which results in
‖VA˜′ − Sm (A⊗A∗) ‖2 =
b∑
l=1
n∑
k=1
‖a˜′(l−1)n+k − a(k−1)n+p ⊗ a∗(l−1)n+k‖2
(a)
=
b∑
l=1
n∑
k=1
∥∥∥vec−1n (a˜′(l−1)n+k)− a∗(k−1)n+paT(l−1)n+k∥∥∥2
(b)
=
b∑
l=1
n∑
k=1
∥∥∥vec−1n (a˜′(l−1)n+k)− F˜∗kg∗l gTl F˜k∥∥∥2 , (68)
where (a) follows from (35); (b) follows from (4) since a(l−1)n+k = F˜kgl. From (68), in order to
minimize the Frobenious norm, the mask vectors gMFl should satisfy
gMFl =argmin
gl∈Cn
n∑
k=1
∥∥∥vec−1n (a˜′(l−1)n+k)−F˜∗kg∗l gTl F˜k∥∥∥2 . (69)
As M˜
(H)
(l−1)n+k is the Hermitian part of vec
−1
n
(
a˜′(l−1)n+k
)
, it follows from Lemma 5 and (69) that gMFl
can be obtained from
gMFl =argmin
gl∈Cn
n∑
k=1
∥∥∥M˜(H)(l−1)n+k−F˜∗kg∗l gTl F˜k
∥∥∥2
(a)
= argmin
gl∈Cn
n∑
k=1
∥∥∥F˜∗kg∗l gTl F˜k∥∥∥2 −2gHl F˜∗k (M˜(H)(l−1)n+k)∗F˜kgl, (70)
where (a) follows from the same arguments as those leading to (65). Next, we recall that the diagonal
elements of F˜k are in fact the k-th row of Fn, hence F˜kF˜
∗
k =
1
nIn. Therefore,∥∥∥F˜∗kg∗l gTl F˜k∥∥∥2 = Tr(F˜∗kg∗l gTl F˜kF˜∗kg∗l gTl F˜k)
= Tr
(
gTl F˜kF˜
∗
kg
∗
l g
T
l F˜kF˜
∗
kg
∗
l
)
=
1
n2
‖gl‖4 .
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Plugging this into (70) yields
gMFl =argmin
gl∈Cn
n∑
k=1
1
n2
‖gl‖4−2
n∑
k=1
gHl F˜
∗
k
(
M˜
(H)
(l−1)n+k
)∗
F˜kgl
=argmin
gl∈Cn
‖gl‖4
n
−2gHl
(
n∑
k=1
F˜kM˜
(H)
(l−1)n+kF˜
∗
k
)∗
gl. (71)
In order to find the minimizing vector, we compute the gradient of the right hand side of (71) with
respect to gl and equate it to zero, which results in
2
n
‖gl‖2 gl − 2
(
n∑
k=1
F˜kM˜
(H)
(l−1)n+kF˜
∗
k
)∗
gl = 0. (72)
In order to satisfy (72), gMFl must be an eigenvector of the n×n Hermitian matrix
( n∑
k=1
F˜kM˜
(H)
(l−1)n+kF˜
∗
k
)∗
with a non-negative eigenvalue, and specifically, for any non-negative eigenvalue µ¯pl of
n∑
k=1
F˜kM˜
(H)
(l−1)n+kF˜
∗
k
and its corresponding unit-norm eigenvector v¯
p
l , (72) is satisfied by g
p
l =
√
nµ¯pl ·
(
v¯
p
l
)∗
, p ∈ N . In order
to characterize the vector gl which minimizes the Frobenious norm, we plug g
p
l into the right hand side
of (71), which results in
1
n
∥∥gpl ∥∥4 − 2 (gpl )H
(
n∑
k=1
F˜kM˜
(H)
(l−1)n+kF˜
∗
k
)∗
g
p
l =
1
n
(
nµ¯pl
)2 − 2n (µ¯pl )2 = −n (µ¯pl )2 . (73)
Note that (73) is minimized by the largest eigenvalue. Thus, when some eigenvalues are non-negative then
the expression (71) is minimized by taking the largest non-negative eigenvalue. When all the eigenvalues
are negative, it follows that
( n∑
k=1
F˜kM˜
(H)
(l−1)n+kF˜
∗
k
)∗
is negative definite. In this case, the expression in
(71) is strictly non-negative, hence its minimal value is obtained by setting gl to be the all-zero vector.
Consequently, gMFl =
√
n ·max (µ¯l,max, 0) · v¯∗l,max.
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